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ABSTRACT  

 

Bangladesh is every a use of beginning and vacation spot as a ways as female 

trafficking is concerned. Poverty, gender discrimination, lack of education, and lack 

of expertise about criminal rights are some of the underlying causes. 

Available information advocate quite a few areas of concern, like, for instance: 

direct fitness effects, maladaptive coping leading to the use of illicit drugs, and 

inaccessibility to healthcare facilities. Therefore, severe interventions would be 

required at three levels: the prevention of trafficking, the safety of victims and the 

prosecution of the traffickers. 

 

Keywords: Child, Women, Trafficking, Human Trafficking ,Women trafficking, 

Poverty, Drugs. 
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UNIFEM : United Nations Development Fund for Women. 

 

 UNTOC: the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime. 
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DMP : Dhaka Metropolitan Police. 

 

BAIRA : Bangladesh Association of International Recruiting Agencies. 

 

STDs : sexually transmitted diseases . 

 

HIV : Human Immunodeficiency Virus . 
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                                                          First Chapter 

 

1. Introductory. 

 

1.1 Introduction: 

Fifty share of entire global resident populations are girl in accordance the find out about of 

International Migration Organization (IMO). 

Amazingly, entirely 5 percentage of international resident from Bangladesh are women. 

International migration from Bangladesh was once started out officially from 1976 lady migration 

expressed its magnificent existence solely from 19911. There had been various bans on young 

ladies movement from Bangladesh on decline phase of employments up to 2001. After withdrawal 

of quintessential bans on young lady movement in lower level of occupation, it proposes lovely 

pattern. Ladies relocation takes territory in fifty one worldwide areas as it were. Of them, the most 

degree went to Middle Eastern nations as house cleaning specialists . The expert decide of transient 

ladies people having emigrated is as a general rule tons decline than genuine scope of Bangladeshi 

ladies who have protracted pasta extensive for work. At a most recent workshop of specialists held 

in Dhaka, individuals evaluated that just 40% of vagrant women individuals move through 

enlistment organizations, even as the rest of the 60 percent head abroad with the guide of genuine 

legitimately wisher Agent or traffickers. The data proposes that to date, Bangladeshi lady have 

represented basically a little part of work relocation from Bangladesh essentially 2.9 percent of all 

transients who emigrated with the asset of master channels. Others are depending on method for 

imperceptible lobby of illicit movement or channels of trafficking.  

 

In an approach to encourage the unlawful movement to abroad, human trafficking reemerged and 

extended. Human trafficking is one of the extensive progressing unlawful worldwide exchanges. 

Human trafficking must be considered as postmodern slave exchange. The basic territory of human 

trafficking is constrained work and intercourse trafficking. Ladies, pre-adult ladies and children 

are the basic parts of sex trafficking. Globally, young ladies and adolescents from Bangladesh are 

trafficked to Middle East by means of India and Pakistan for business venture sexual abuse or 

constrained work. Rohingyan evacuees additionally are exposed to human trafficking in 

Bangladesh. Unlawful relocation has been occurring for a long time, anyway the assortment of 

people endeavoring this ride is on the ascent2. “Illegal trafficking to Malaysia has been going on 

for a lengthy time, but years ago the traffickers have been upfront and the families knew that 

a cellphone name would come and they would have to pay. Now deception is common3,” said 

Stina Ljungdell, the UNHCR representative based in Bangladesh (Aljazeera, 2015).  

Economy developed by means of the utilization of 6 extent for extreme couple of a year anyway 

youth joblessness stays at 10 percent and home salary scale are some separation decline than what 

can be acquired abroad. Legitimate course for Bangladeshi inhabitants to pick up work in Malaysia 

                                                 
1 International Migration Organization. 
2 United Nations High Commissioner. 
3 Stina Ljungdell, the UNHCR representative based in Bangladesh. 
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accessible, despite the fact that people are, pick temperamental voyage of pontoon in light of the 

fact that there are obstacles of bureaucratic limits in criminal migration.  

 

Bangladeshi young ladies transient specialists' worldwide movement is creating a result of 

business emergency, inside removal because of the characteristic disasters and necessities of 

workforces in the universal work advertise. Alongside the chances of worldwide movement, 

trafficking of female and young people also expanded. Ladies and juvenile female of Bangladesh 

are an expanding scope of transforming into increasingly more casualty of human trafficking. The 

preeminent defenseless normal for a 'potential' sufferer is a solid need to enhance job by utilizing 

traveling far from their residential and Climate outcast or inside dislodged individuals paying 

special mind to covers. First sufferer of human trafficking are overwhelmingly female and pre-

adult young ladies. Exploited people are constrained into prostitution, or to work in quarries and 

sweatshops, on homesteads, as domestics, as state army/contracted officers, and in numerous 

assortments of automatic bondage.  

 

Prostitution is the basic impulse in trafficking. A recent report about on the modern sexual misuse 

of youthful individuals found that nearly27,000 Bangladeshi female and immaturity have been 

constrained into prostitution in India, and around 40,000 early life from Bangladesh are worried 

in prostitution in Pakistan . As indicated by the examination, more than 1 million young lady and 

youths had been trafficked out of the two in shutting 30 years and a large number of them had been 

constrained to come to be whores, local helps, camel maneuvers and poor people. A UNICEF 

document says that regarding four hundred female and more youthful people in Bangladesh are 

casualties of trafficking each month. Another find out about reports 300,000 Bangladeshi teenagers 

and ladies have been trafficked to India alone over the most recent 10 years. The On the one of an 

assortment hand, Bangladesh young men in the a while between 4-12 years are trafficked for camel 

dashing in the Gulf; sexual misuse of these young men by means of method for method for the 

businesses in never again astounding. 

 1.2 Statement of the Problem : 

Trafficking, because of the truth of their minimization, limited financial property and 

transcendence in the undetectable easygoing area. The most critical factor of trafficked young lady 

and female are these who are unmarried, separated, isolated or bereaved. The ethnic minorities 

planned stations or distinctive in reverse preparing indigenous individuals, slope clans, outcasts, 

and illicit vagrants also falls prey to the human traffickers round the world .Human trafficking is 

impacted through two components, to be specific, request and outfit factors. Request factors bring 

up the interest perspective and the outfit components component out the outfit feature of the entire 

business association in human trafficking.  
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In Bangladesh, a fluctuate of systems are drilled for the acquisition of woman and youthful people 

for trafficking reason. One of these practices is choosing to buy energetic young ladies by means 

of marriage. For this reason, folks are being utilized lawn the nation. They come came back to 

their town homes to get hitched. After marriage, the more youthful accomplice goes with the 

spouse to his region of work and considering reality that at that point, no clue can likewise want 

to be resolved of these young ladies. 

The stand-out way is that the traffickers lure energetic young lady that they would furnish them 

with employments and higher conceivable outcomes in exceptional nations . "Is disturbing that a 

major amount of article of clothing processing plants are presently executing as enrolling stations 

for the traffickers. In explicit cases, once in a while, mother and father additionally elevate their 

youngsters to the traffickers on account of destitution and starvation. Seizing is each unique way 

that is being rehearses for the acquirement of young lady and youngsters for trafficking4 

. 

1.3  Objective of the Study: 

1.3.1  General Objective : 

 
The prime goal of the find out about is to discover the present trends and major 

socio-economic elements of the victimization of girls in Bangladesh. 

 

1.3.2 Specific : 

 

1. To inquire the factors contributing to victimization of girls in terms of 

       two their age, intercourse and social status. 

2.   To discover the felony safeguards to ensure safety of women’s rights. 

3. To find out the loopholes and way of answer that may also assist the victim 

      two  how to rehabilitate themselves into society 

4.  To endorse more than a few methods that might also assist the victimized girls to protect 

      two themselves from re-victimization.. 

 

 
 

1.4  Research Question 

 
1 Why Women Trafficking is the prime concern in Bangladesh ? 

2. What kinds of women and girls are Trafficking ? 

3. What kinds of laws can protect Women Trafficking ? 

4. How can we abolish Women Trafficking ? 

 

                                                 
4 Shamim 1997. 
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1.5  Significant of the study: 

Women trafficking is associated with the criminal manipulation 

of guys and girls who want or need to migrate for a higher awesome of life. It exists at the 

intersection of organized crime and migration. The global neighborhood considers trafficking 

in individual a current structure of slavery or slavery like practices and a gross violation of human 

rights and dignity. Trafficking is definitely a gender and age unique phenomenon which 

influences mostly woman and children. It is very difficult task to beautify a uniform and 

internationally agreed definition of trafficking. The time length trafficking is used via the usage 

of unique actors to describe activities that vary from voluntary, facilitated migration, to the 

exploitation of prostitution, to the motion of us with the useful resource of the chance or use of 

force, coercion, violence, etc. 

 

1.6 Research mythology: 

 

1.5.1 Mixed of Qualitative & Quantitative : 

 
In this study, I determined each the qualitative and quantitative strategy to fulfill my work. 

Basically, qualitative method was once once chosen to explore the motives of victimization and 

re-victimization and to promote perception of how and why such variety of victimization used to 

be occurred, no longer honestly of what occurred. The examine about was as soon as commenced 

on the basis of the secondary data; case find out about has 

been conducted as necessary facts and sooner or later remark has been made 

to discover the factors of victimization. 

 

1.6.2 Data Collection :  
 

Through information collection, tries had been adopted to discover out how the woman are 

victimized and the legal tips are utilized and interpreted otherwise in practice than in theory, and 

to locate out selections wished to reduce the rate of victimization and re-victimization of ladies in 

Bangladesh. For the motive of the study, applicable conditions have been accumulated for 

my phase from the enlisted victims who bought right here to Victim Support Centre of two Dhaka 

Metropolitan Police and have been analyzed to find out the fundamental tendencies on the issue. 
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                                                               2nd Chapter 

 

2 Who is a Child? 

 

2.3.1 General : 

 

A Children is a person between the dimensions of start and pubescence The criminal meaning of 

infant normally alludes to a minor, in any unique case known as an individual more youthful than 

the time of larger part.  

 

Tyke may likewise portray an association with a dad or mother or, figuratively, an expert figure, 

or connote bunch enrollment in a family, clan, or religion; it can in addition imply being 

emphatically influenced by utilizing an explicit time, place, or situation, as in an infant of nature 

or a newborn child of the Sixties. 

 

2.2  Who are Women ? 

2.2.1 General :  

A lady is a young lady person. The day and age lady is normally held for a grown-up, with the 

term female being the basic day and age for a woman newborn child or juvenile. The day and age 

woman is additionally every so often used to see a young lady human, paying little respect to age, 

as in expressions, for example, "ladies' rights". Ladies with customary hereditary improvement are 

ordinarily fit for conceiving an offspring from adolescence till menopause. There are additionally 

trans women. 

2.2.2 The Convention On the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women : 

The Convention defines discrimination against women as "... any qualification, prohibition or 

limitation made on the preparation of sex which has the effect or reason for impeding or 

invalidating the acknowledgment, satisfaction or exercise with the guide of ladies, independent of 

their conjugal status, on an establishment of fairness of folks and ladies, of human rights and 

fundamental opportunities in the political, financial, social, social, common or any unique field."5 

2.3 What is Trafficking ? 

1. the act of shopping for or selling goods illegally . 

 2.          the act of shopping for or promoting people, or of making money from work they              

are pressured to do, such two as sex work. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
5 The Convention On the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women. 
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 2.4 What is Human Trafficking ? 

2.4.1. General : 

Human trafficking is the exchange of individuals with the end goal of constrained work, sexual 

bondage, or business sexual misuse for the trafficker or others .This may likewise besides include 

displaying a partner with regards to constrained marriage or the extraction of organs or tissues, 

which comprises of for surrogacy and ova expulsion. Human trafficking can show inside a us of 

an or trans-broadly. Human trafficking is a wrongdoing contrary to the character because of reality 

of the infringement of the injured individual's privileges of movement through intimidation and as 

a result of their business endeavor abuse. Human trafficking is the adjustment in individuals, 

particularly ladies and kids, and does now never again generally join the development of the man 

or lady from one region to each other .  

2.4.3 Human Trafficking ?  

Human trafficking has acquired expanding world enthusiasm over the previous decade. At first, 

trafficking of female and women for constrained sex work and, to a lesser degree, home 

subjugation, have been the sole main focus of support and help. Today, there is acknowledgment 

that ladies, youngsters and folks are trafficked into numerous one of a kind sorts of work, and for 

sexual misuse.  

 

he enlistment, transportation, exchange, harboring or receipt of people, by limit of the peril or 

utilization of power or diverse sorts of compulsion, of kidnapping, of extortion, of trickery, of 

the maltreatment of vitality or of a component of powerlessness or of the giving or accepting of 

reimbursements or advantages to get the assent of a man having control over someone else, for 

the reason of exploitation.’6 

 

2.6  What is Poverty ? 

Neediness is one of the basic issues of our nation. Destitution happens to be the best thing in the 

back of lady and youngster trafficking from towns of the nation's wilderness regions. At any rate 

42% of our populace lives underneath the subsistence level. The vast majority of them remain from 

hand to mouth and go by their days in hardship. Because of extreme destitution a considerable lot 

of them settle on to travel to another country for better life. Around 22 level of the aggregate 

populaces of the assembled states are horrible and desperate ladies. As indicated by ladies issues 

directorate, there are 17, 39,542 horrendous and dejected women in the nation.  

 

 

                                                         

 

 

                                       

                                                 
6http://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/77394/WHO_RHR_12.42_eng.pdf;jsessionid=C98968E61CCC2C
E214F6D129DA0A6440?sequence=1. 
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                                                   3rd Chapter 
 

3 Legal Framework to Encounter Human Trafficking 

Existing laws or acts to encounter human trafficking are- 

1. Overseas Employment and Migration Act 2013. 

2. The Human Trafficking Deterrence and Suppression Act 2012. 

3. The Women and Children Repression Prevention Act of 2000 (The act amended in 2003). 

4. The Prevention of Oppression Against Women and Children 1995 (Special Act). 

5. The Children Act 1994. 

6. The Suppression of Immoral Trafficking Act of 1933. 

7. The Penal Code of 1860. 

Prescribed penalties below these acts fluctuate from imprisonment for ten years to the loss 

of life sentence; the most common sentence imposed on convicted intercourse traffickers 

is existence imprisonment. These penalties are very stern and commensurate with those prescribed 

for exclusive serious crimes, such as sexual abuse and rape. Article 374 of Bangladesh’s penal 

code contained compelled labor, alternatively the prescribed penalties of imprisonment for up to 

one 12 months or a remarkable are now no longer sufficiently stringent to deter the offense. The 

Bangladeshi judicial system’s coping with of intercourse trafficking instances endured to be 

plagued with the aid of way of a huge backlog and delays precipitated by way of way of procedural 

loopholes. Most intercourse trafficking cases are prosecuted with the resource of the forty 

two specific courts for the prosecution of crimes of violence toward girls and teens unfold all 

through32 districts of the country, which are in many instances larger surroundings 

friendly than normal trial courts. The Bureau of Manpower Employment and Training shut down, 

cancelled the licenses, suspended registration and fined quantity of recruiting agencies. The 

authorities created a 12-member police anti-trafficking investigative unit that enhances 

an current police anti-trafficking monitoring phone. National Police Academy furnished anti-

trafficking education to 2000 – 5000 police personnel every year.7 

3.1 Encountering Trafficking of Women  

Human Trafficking is unlawful in understanding sanction of India and Nepal. Lamentably, contract 

of Bangladesh does never again perceive the test of human trafficking explicitly. Sacred provisos 

relating to simple rights can be utilized as a protect for the casualties of human trafficking. The 

Bangladeshi specialists attempted unobtrusive endeavors to avert human trafficking over the 

                                                 
7 TRAFFICKING OF BANGLADESHI WOMEN AND CHILDREN . 
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detailing time frame. The administration's between ecclesiastical advisory group on human 

trafficking, led by utilizing capacity of the Home Minister, drove forward to meet month to month, 

even in spite of the fact that its work was once as a rule confined to tending to intercourse 

trafficking. The administration dispersed enemy of trafficking messages in a wide assortment of 

structures, together with open bearer declarations, shows, open talks, and melodies, on the 

administration run television slot and radio system. The experts bombed, notwithstanding, to take 

measures to avoid fake enrollment that need to prompt obligation servitude. The specialists has 

permitted Bangladesh Association of International Recruiting Agencies to set expenses, permit 

man or lady offices, and guarantee representatives for outside spots work, while never again 

practicing adequate oversight over this consortium of work spotters to make positive that their 

practices don't encourage the obligation subjugation of remote laborers. The Bangladeshi experts 

outfitted enemy of trafficking instructing to its troops being sent for peacekeeping missions abroad.  

 

Social and fiscal vulnerabilities of ladies and youthful female in consistently supply alternatives 

to squeeze out a job. They aside from inconveniences develop as ask of human trafficking racket. 

Traffickers can easily get ladies and more youthful grown-ups by utilizing eye-getting with 

guarantees and any desires for an expanded life. Alongside entire implementation of law, we need 

to organize battle contrary to rustic destitution and joblessness except if trafficking of women sand 

youngsters will continue to rise. We need to make magnificent comprehensive social securitization 

for young ladies strengthening and government managed savings of immature young ladies.  

 

We support to incorporate experiencing human trafficking desire into our u . s . sizeable enemy of 

trafficking protection strategies and projects. We need to make certain hooligan indictments and 

disciplines for a wide range of unlawful movement and work trafficking, comprising of those 

including deceitful work enlistment and constrained little child work. Law and authorization 

organizations need to make positive inside and out examination and indict specialists officers who 

can in addition be suspect of complicity in trafficking. Bangladesh's reality enlisting associations 

need to make positive they are never again advancing practices that make commitments to work 

trafficking and outfit wellbeing administrations for trafficking unfortunate casualties and 

casualties of constrained work. We need to make magnificent that we are punishing completely 

the facilitators and coordinator of illicit relocation and human trafficking system. System of illicit 

movement eagerly related with the human trafficking system.  

 

Aversion is higher than arraignment and assurance. We must have unique hooligan secured 

gatekeepers and social securitization for female and kids. Government and Society must be point 

of convergence on vocation and social assurance of female and youngsters. Comprehensive across 

the country center of consideration programming program settle on to be taken to caution the 

networks and people. In the countrywide dimension, we need to toughen our outskirt security and 

forget fringe family people with outskirt powers of neighboring countries to go over unlawful 

relocation and human trafficking. Universally and broadly, Government must be proactive with 

resettlement approach and we should have a total migration process. We yet to have special 

provision on human trafficking in our constitution. Quickly we support to embed one of a kind 

provisos to the sanction on human trafficking trouble and defends for female and juvenile young 

ladies, forcing current criminal indications and intensify enthusiasm to put a conclusion to human 

trafficking of Bangladeshi residents.                                         
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                                                     4th Chapter 

 

4 Women Trafficking Process, Causes , Consequences. 

 

4.3 Women Trafficking Process. 

Trafficking in Bangladesh exists for the purposes of compelled labor and compelled prostitution. 

Although true figures on the scope of the trouble fluctuate widely, the consensus is that the 

trafficking bother is growing rapidly., and most of that border is open to traffic. 

Bangladeshi ladies who are trafficked to India via prepared networks generally stop up in brothels 

in Kolkata or Mumbai. Many victims are raped via their traffickers or with the resource of 

Bangladeshi and Indian border patrol guards. 8 

Street kids residing in the capital are amongst the high aims of equipped child-trafficking rings.  

There have been reviews of trafficking in organs in Bangladesh. A crew of anthropologists from 

the United States declare to have encountered “kidney theft” in Bangladesh  

Traffickers undertake special techniques and recommendations to enchantment and join 

younger children and female (and their families) into the trafficking process. The 

procurement device of female for trafficking in the sex enterprise in Bangladesh entails their 

entrapment for selling them to brothels nationally or to neighboring countries, mainly to India. In 

Bangladesh, the traffickers hunt for their customers at the river ports, especially the Sadar 

Ghat area of Dhaka, bus stations, and the railway stations throughout the country. At these 

locations, the traffickers seem for migrants who come from the rural areas for jobs or 

for negative younger people abandoned by means of means of 

their households and enchantment them with false guarantees of greater life. The 

victims collected from these spots are normally offered to Bangladeshi brothels. Procurement of 

victims in villages and cities in the border areas of the is larger frequently associated purpose of 

supplying intercourse humans for the intercourse employer in India and the Middle East. The 

following case lookup provide examples of strategies adopted by using the traffickers concerned in 

the countrywide and global human trade in Bangladesh. 

 

4.3.1 Employment Prospects: 

Trafficking in Bangladesh exists for the motivations behind constrained work and constrained 

prostitution. Albeit genuine figures on the extent of the inconvenience vary generally, the 

agreement is that the trafficking trouble is developing quickly., and the greater part of that fringe 

is available to activity. Bangladeshi women who are trafficked to India by means of arranged 

systems for the most part stop up in houses of ill-repute in Kolkata or Mumbai. Numerous 

                                                 
8 http://www.lawyersnjurists.com/convention/causes-and-consequences-of-women-trafficking-bangladesh-
2/#_ftn47 
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unfortunate casualties are assaulted by means of their traffickers or with the asset of Bangladeshi 

and Indian fringe watch protects.Road kids living in the capital are among the high points of 

prepared tyke trafficking rings. There have been audits of trafficking in organs in Bangladesh. A 

group of anthropologists from the United States pronounce to have experienced "kidney burglary" 

in Bangladesh Traffickers embrace uncommon procedures and suggestions to charm and join more 

youthful youngsters and female (and their families) into the trafficking procedure. The obtainment 

gadget of female for trafficking in the sex venture in Bangladesh involves their entanglement for 

pitching them to whorehouses broadly or to neighboring nations, chiefly to India. In Bangladesh, 

the traffickers chase for their clients at the waterway ports, particularly the Sadar Ghat region of 

Dhaka, transport stations, and the railroad stations all through the nation. At these areas, the 

traffickers appear for vagrants who originate from the rustic zones for employments or for contrary 

more youthful individuals deserted by methods for methods for their family units and charm them 

with bogus assurances of more noteworthy life. The exploited people gathered from these spots 

are ordinarily offered to Bangladeshi massage parlors. Acquisition of unfortunate casualties in 

towns and urban communities in the outskirt regions of the is bigger much of the time related 

motivation behind providing intercourse people for the intercourse boss in India and the Middle 

East. The accompanying case query give instances of techniques embraced by utilizing the 

traffickers worried in the countrywide and worldwide human exchange Bangladesh.  

Case Study 1. Employment prospect-1 

Monowara Khatun (16), daughter of Islam Sarder, Mazeda (19), daughter of Alam, and Khatun 

(14), daughter of Ali, have been taken from the village Mrigedanga, Sathkhira district. They had 

been allured with guarantees of well-paid jobs, marriages, and a better lifestyles in India by way 

of a lady trafficker, Jahanara. They never again to their home village. Villagers consider that 

they were sold to brothels or to trafficking gangs in India . 

Case Study of Employment prospect-2 

Titu was once one a year notable when his mother kicked the bucket, abandoning him under the 

watchful eye of his dad and grandma. Titu's family used to be extremely poor– his dad was a 

rickshaw puller, and his grandma worked as a cleaning specialist. "So he was once left independent 

from anyone else and with the exception of tons care," expressed his grandma. At the point when 

Titu was once seven, his grandma was once drawn closer by methods for an elderly town young 

lady who offered to take Titu to Dubai for business. "Everybody knew Shonai Bibi in the region. 

She had taken numerous young to Dubai. Along these lines, we promptly ordinary her offer." 

Shonai Bibi guaranteed that following three months, Titu's family unit would start accepting 

month-to-month settlements of about Tk. 2,000.00. Titu says that, in Dubai, he and an assortment 

of different youths (some from his home town) had been put under the consideration of a lady. 

They had been prescribed to call her 'mom.' He articulated he was very much nourished and well-

dealt with, anyway constrained to race camels. "I used to get apprehensive when the camels ran 

quick. They gifted me for a considerable length of time together."  

 

Titu was very beneficial as a camel maneuver, and was given a shading TV and gold adornments 

by utilizing the man whose camels he rode. (These were, be that as it may, as a result of this 
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detracted from him through the young lady whose care he was in.) However, amid one race he fell 

and was once trampled. He endured a head and leg damage, the degree of which isn't known. He 

used to be treated in a Dubai healing center. Not long after his damage, Titu used to be escorted 

again to Bangladesh and again one night to his home town with the guide of an obscure man who 

went out. Titu is currently living with his dad and grandma once more. He shows indications of 

stun and injury, and others accepted to be identified with the head damage continued amid his fall 

in Dubai.9 

 

 

4.4 Women Trafficking Causes .  

There are some financial and social problems which are accountable for girls and youth trafficking. 

These are as follows: 

4.4.1 Poverty: 

Neediness is one of the basic issues of our nation. Destitution happens to be the best thing in the 

back of lady and youngster trafficking from towns of the nation's wilderness regions. At any rate 

42% of our populace lives underneath the subsistence level. The vast majority of them remain from 

hand to mouth and go by their days in hardship. Because of extreme destitution a considerable lot 

of them settle on to travel to another country for better life. Around 22 level of the aggregate 

populaces of the assembled states are horrible and desperate ladies. As indicated by ladies issues 

directorate, there are 17, 39,542 horrendous and dejected women in the nation.. 

 

. 

4.2.2 Unemployment: 

Bangladesh has been experiencing intense joblessness bother for a drawn out time. Populace is 

developing in disturbing value the region as occupation conceivable outcomes in our us of an are 

extremely restricted. Traffickers are abusing the situation and appealed trafficked men and female 

for business abroad. The investigation proposes that the adapted packs of traffickers take gain of 

the devastating neediness of their exploited people and allure them away with possibilities of 

openings for work. The examine about referenced that around 90% of the ladies had been family 

unit work force or jobless. A large portion of these unfortunate casualties have been marry bolted 

with folks who had low wages. Groups of 61percent of unfortunate casualties have been 'landless'.  

 

                                                 
9 URL:http://www.hsph.harvard.edu/grhf/SAsia/repro2/. 
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Around the world, rising joblessness and the decay of government-sponsored social 

administrations, have added to serious destitution in the creating scene and a reach out in labor 

misuse. Ladies experience the brunt of this financial unsteadiness. Edgy staying stipulations and 

the cheapening of female and young ladies, make them especially slanted to trafficking. Families 

living in total destitution oftentimes do not have the ability to bolster the majority of their kids. 

Guardians may likewise besides also recognize out to elevate one baby because of the truth they 

can't have the cash for to raise that newborn child excepting taking a chance with the survival of 

each and every individual from the family. In numerous spots, young ladies are seen parts less 

prized than young men, and are more noteworthy in all opportunity to be sold. 

4.2.3 Economic and Social Disparity: 

In the predominant monetary work area the awful are transforming into horrible and the prosperous 

are getting more extravagant. The shocking district of people is moving inside the endless loop. 

As a final product the amount of landless and evacuated individuals in our us of an is developing 

day with the guide of method for day. The removed and uprooted people take asylum in 

unmistakable ghettos in urban communities and towns. They fill in as day worker or hireling in 

the houses. In the vast majority of the cases they develop to be the sufferer of human trafficking 

.Other basic components at the lower back of the trafficking have been perceived as absence of 

education, landlessness, and over-populace and low levels of benefits.  

4.2.4 Overpopulation: 

Overpopulation used to be one more noteworthy fundamental reason in the back of female and 

adolescents trafficking in Bangladesh. As per the investigation, around fifty nine percent of the 

unfortunate casualties arrived from enormous families, 25 percent from medium estimated families 

and just six percent from little families. 

4.2.5 Violence:  

Brutality in the home, much of the time connected to monetary shakiness, can also make ladies 

and youngsters additional helpless against trafficking. Dreading for their wellbeing, young ladies 

and teenagers regularly fled from circumstances of home brutality. Looking for safe house and 

sustenance, they may develop to be objectives of trafficking retailers who misleadingly give them 

wellbeing. 

4.2.6 Conflict: 

Struggle and expanding militarization worldwide play a significant capacity in human trafficking. 

Traffickers as often as possible take advantage of the frantic essentials made through clash, going 

after those living in displaced person camps. The landing of troopers is regularly connected with 

a sudden upward poke in little child prostitution and sex the travel industry, and a development of 

sex trafficking in the area... 
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4.2.7 Sluggish security system:  

The protection machine in our border, land, river, sea airport is now not so sturdy and modernized. 

Because of sluggish safety device the traffickers get convenient get admission to to fulfill their 

mission. 

. 

4.2.8 Corruption of security and immigration personal: 

 On many event safety and immigration personnel are being bribed by means of human traffickers 

for which they allow the trafficked women and youngsters to go overseas with false passport and 

visa. 

4.2.9 Low employment opportunities: 

In Bangladesh, because of developing landlessness and deficient interest in rustic industrialization, 

the degree for work potential outcomes and ability advancement, specifically for country ladies, is 

less. Ladies have customarily toiled as unpaid family unit individuals in the general public. 

Business openings, access to land, and store contributions have generally been obliged for ladies. 

Be that as it may, in contemporary years, there have been expanding needs on the work of women 

and early life in the city casual segment, articles of clothing industry, and as home hirelings, and 

a developing amount of women and youth are engaged with the team of representatives in the 

urban areas.. In this manner, low business open door for female in the country zones and 

developing interest for assemblage of specialists in the easygoing spot in the city regions push 

young ladies to move from rustic zones to city territories. This pattern of movement makes 

powerless stipulations for young ladies and teenagers and offers chances to traffickers to make the 

most women and children.10 

4.2.10 Social vulnerability of women and female children: 

Khan and Arefeen have showed up at ladies' subordinate trademark in our general public from a 

women's activist anthropological point of view. The creators chose that male centric society with 

all its ideological appearances plays a key capacity in growing a defenseless situation for young 

lady in an adjusting financial setting. Man centric society characterizes an uneven job and 

relationship for men and women in the general public, which has been named as sexual orientation 

arrangement with the guide of the utilization of the women's activists. In our general public, folks 

are seen financial gatherings and female their wards whose work is identified with natural 

multiplication. This makes one of a kind sexual orientation jobs with hearty qualities and standards 

connected to each. On this when additional is produced the belief system of sexuality whereby 

ladies' sexuality must be overseen by methods for men. Again this pondering of control and of 

                                                 
10 Lawyersnjurists/causes-and-consequences-of-women-trafficking-bangladesh 
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wellbeing of ladies prompts slanted exploitative situation for lady in which the smallest sexual 

deviation or social disengagement makes them 'dirtied' and question of social corruption.  

 

The socialization technique in the family unit decides the normal for a young lady minimal one as 

a future mother and spouse. The female raise up with an attitude of reliance in a male-predominant 

condition the area their commitments closer to the family unit are unrecognized as they 

characteristic the unpaid family help. Support of woman youthful grown-ups in living arrangement 

protect tasks, each in country and city setup, is viewed as a gadget of making designed up them 

for marriage with the asset of teaching them of transforming into surroundings wonderful 'house 

spouses'. The ladies are revealed to the dangers of being exploited even at the family. At times the 

young ladies' dwelling territories present dangers to their security. Regularly in rural 11areas and 

urban slums, they have to live in fragile huts. In a community-based study on socioeconomic 

dimension of trafficking of girl children, one girl who was from rural areas of Rajshahi expressed. 

 

4.2.11 Economic Vulnerability of Women and Children: 

In Bangladeshi society, woman get the littlest offer of assets. At the point when assets are extended 

thin, it is ladies; the most underestimated in any case, who experience first and most. The kingdom 

protection mediation in the horticultural quarter has brought about powerful polarization of classes. 

The new used sciences added developed to wind up the property of the rich. The poorest zone of 

the populace used to be as fast as underestimated. Men have been compelled to display up for 

employments outside agrarian work, and ladies have been left notwithstanding any work 

whatsoever. Thusly, young ladies are being pushed to extraordinary peripheral position. The 

typical pauperization required them to work for survival. In this manner, they entered the entirely 

forceful work advertise the region they are constrained to rival the predominant male work compel. 

All the while, they are left with little need on the other hand to take up specifically low paid, 

exploitative work as local hirelings, piece of clothing fabricating unit laborers, whores, and so on. 

A recognize out about alluded to that every single so frequently the mother and father 

commandingly drew in their young lady early life in unusual occupations because of extreme 

money related inconvenience in city ghetto regions. This examine about furthermore verified that 

the young ladies who win in the ghetto are given 'higher esteem' as practicable ladies, despite the 

fact that they had practically zero position in the strategy for finding out about their future. 

4.2.12 Urbanization and Migration:  

The natural and financial stipulations in the ghetto and squatter settlements are prominently terrible 

and, indeed, extremely perilous. These stipulations are wellbeing dangers to the occupants of these 

settlements and to these home outside. This get some answers concerning additionally 

distinguished that social components, for example, torment by means of spouses and specific 

family unit individuals, torment through heels and double dealing at the area level, duplicity 

including property with the guide of possible of relatives, neighbors and compelling men, 

misdirection through fans and specialists, remarriage of husband/wife, worry of endowment, and 

barrenness, comprising of child inclination, would perchance have credited in trafficking. At the 

                                                 
11 lawyersnjurists.com/convention/causes-and-consequences-of-women-trafficking-bangladesh . 
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point when the country ghastly move to urban communities, traffickers take potential outcomes 

and trap female and more youthful grown-ups for cash and employments. 

4.2.13 wage employment or bonded labor: 

There is an expanding interest for youngster work for the intercourse exchange, homework, and 
other exploitative occasions, because of the reality newborn child work is less expensive and 
without trouble controlled. Bangladeshi youngsters are occupied with building locales, cover 
exchange, and glass bangles ventures in Kolkata, Uttar Pradesh, and Karachi. In substantial urban 
areas, for example, Karachi, it is currently not individual to find Bangladeshi ladies and youngsters 
selected as housemaids. Because of absence of character papers, these female and children are 
consistently misused and manhandled. Camel dashing is a beneficial diversion in some center 
eastern nations, especially in Dubai. This requires lightweight moves, and has prompted an 
increased trafficking of Bangladeshi young men, as youthful as 5 years of age. 

4.2.14 Labor Migration and Prostitution:  

Next to no documents is available on work movement of Bangladeshi ladies. Despite the fact that 

ladies' proclaim to work and to move transitionally is a nice human right, it isn't formally 

perceived in Bangladesh. In any case, relocations of people have extremely phenomenal 

measurements because of the truth of contrasts in its suggestions and results. At the point when 

folks move and come back to household joined states they are excepting concern reintegrated. Be 

that as it may, ladies are at threat of being vilified, explicitly when they move alone. On the 

diverse hand, continued relocation of folks paying special mind to work in huge urban 

communities inside and terrace the prompts an expanded interest for ease and reachable sex. 

Frequently male vagrant workers want sex representatives who share a typical phonetic and 

social foundation. This involves the relocation of intercourse work force from the nation of 

origin.  

 

There are reports that one of the essential intentions of the developing interest for more youthful 

female is the tale that intercourse with a virgin can treatment a man of explicitly transmitted 

ailments and revive him. It is furthermore a fundamentally in numerous occurrences happening 

conviction that sex with a lady newborn child does never again uncover a man or lady to STDs 

and human immunodeficiency infection. 

  

4.5 Women Trafficking Consequences. 

Trafficking is an infringement of human rights, which has in excess of a couple of punishments at 

the recognition of the individual, family, network, and nation. It is a type of misuse of the weaker 

benefactors of the general public. It very well may be contended that trafficking is period of a 

continuum of sexual misuse that propagates and always fortifies the subordinate acclaim of ladies.  
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Trafficked individuals work beneath stipulations which are perilous to their scholarly and physical 

wellbeing. By the by, there have been no uncommon reports on the wellbeing results of trafficking, 

despite the fact that a scope of issues had been cited more than once. Maybe, because of the truth 

of the hyperlink among trafficking and the intercourse business, the particular most as often as 

possible announced wellness result was at one time the situation of trafficking in HIV-related 

scourges. Kids and female trafficked for purposes explicit than mechanical sex. For example, 

household and mechanical work may furthermore besides likewise have a duplicated peril of HIV 

tainting because of the truth of their exposure to circumstances of constrained sex and possibly 

also the practical inception into substance abuse, which incorporates contact with intravenous 

medication clients. In any case, a scan for printed records and a look on Internet for important 

references on this inconvenience have been unsuccessful.  

The punishments of trafficking are varying and far reaching, influencing unfortunate casualties 

and the countries stressed in particular ways.  

For the people in question, the primary grave quit final product is the genuine infringement of their 

human rights. They are uncovered, consistently, to real and mental pressure, misuse, and savagery. 

They are regularly managed as culprits by method for authorities in global areas of travel and get-

away spot because of their sporadic notoriety in the nation, and their acknowledgment as unlawful 

laborers or intercourse specialists.  

Given their kind of work or potentially their working conditions, exploited people are regularly 

revealed to the dangers and dangers of genuine ailments, on the whole with explicitly transmitted 

diseases or psychological instabilities. A large number of the people in question, after returning 

home, are defied with reintegration inconveniences because of the truth of segregation and 

demonization identified with the work they have done in various nations, or including the 

disappointment of their relocation procedure. The punishments are likewise grave for the countries 

of cause, travel, and goal. One result is the make more prominent in sporadic relocation in 

worldwide areas of travel and goal. Another result is the nearness of law breaker associations 

occupied with different hooligan activities comprising of medications, robbery, abuse of 

prostitution, and selective criminal savagery. 

4.3.1 Important Points: 

Trafficking has come to be a worldwide inconvenience for the worldwide network and for explicit 

governments. Notwithstanding this, there is no efficient accumulation of records on trafficking. 

What is more noteworthy ordinary is finding that certainties bearing on to sporadic relocation 

incorporates a few information on trafficking and pirating.  

 

1. Trafficking presents issues for nation wide security and adds to the chance of exasperated 

discretionary people of the family with extraordinary nations. The nearness of seen quantities of 

outsiders related with unlawful issues to do may likewise also set off xenophobic frames of mind 

in countries of goal.  
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2. Enactment to address trafficking is frequently missing, deficient, or never again executed, 

making the indictment of traffickers exceptionally troublesome and generally unthinkable. 

Lacking enactment, for each arraignment and for sufferer and witness assurance, capacity that 

police specialists frequently decide for the time being never again to indict traffickers at all since 

they be aware of that the exertion consumed only here and there punishments in a conviction.  

3. The defilement of administrative officers to encourage trafficking is a genuine opportunity to 

the working of the State in influenced nations.  

4. Human trafficking is an underreported wrongdoing and the lion's share of occasions keep on 

being unfamiliar. This is because of the low priority given to the issue of human trafficking by the 

utilization of experts in numerous nations.  

4. Assessments of the volume of people who are casualties of trafficking consistently situation 

exclusively the trafficking of women and teenagers for sexual abuse, and now not diverse 

assortments of misuse. Indeed, even these numbers are rough and now not agent. At the universal 

dimension, the most broadly cited parent shows the scope of women and young people accepted 

to be trafficked global like clockwork crosswise over overall outskirts.  

Trafficking feelings are consistently essentially dependent on observer or potentially unfortunate 

casualty declaration. Such declaration is hard to get, as trafficking exploited people are both 

extradited as illicit vagrants or, whenever perceived as trafficked people, are every now and again 

excessively stressed, making it impossible to affirm. This is each other reason why police experts 

in numerous occasions pick never again to arraign traffickers..  

• Counter-trafficking protection plan protection arrangements and activities at the countrywide 

stage should consider the accompanying issues:  

• Respect for the human poise and prosperity of vagrants must be reflected in all u . s . broad 

enactment, exercises, activities, and projects.  

• A sexual orientation evaluation is significant so as to catch the causes and the punishments of 

trafficking in people. As trafficking can show for exact sorts of misuse, for instance, work, sexual, 

military, organ expulsion, and so forth., traffickers will choose out their unfortunate casualties in 

understanding to their intercourse in light of the market's interest and the end abuse objective.  

• Gender separation inclines young ladies and early life towards circumstances of abuse. When all 

is said in done, sexual orientation separation nowadays will in general put ladies and youngsters 

in an inclined and disadvantaging circumstance the locale it is expanded difficult for them to have 

motivate passage to right data, to obtain thought for their rights as people, and to have rise to 

conceivable outcomes to strife for their rights.  

• Gender need to also be viewed as a basic pointer when endeavoring to help the casualties of 

trafficking. Contingent upon the sort of abuse, the impact on the unfortunate casualty will change. 

For instance, if men and female have been trafficked for sexual abuse, the results on their wellbeing 
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can likewise be extraordinary than the punishments expedited by limit of different sorts of misuse. 

This component be seen when arranging inclusion and exercises.  

Trafficking exploited people confront an assortment of dangers to their wellbeing with horrendous 

punishments for their close family or network. Proof demonstrates an uncommonly tough 

powerlessness among trafficking exploited people to a scope of threats to their wellbeing. These 

wellness dangers incorporate scholarly conditions, regenerative wellbeing stipulations and a differ 

of transferable sicknesses, for example, HIV/AIDS, and a large group of explicitly transmitted 

diseases.An entire approach reaction to the issues presented with the guide of human trafficking 

will address the entire range of wellbeing challenges for the person in question. This is done along 

a continuum that comprises of the periods previously, amid, and after the trafficking knowledge. 

The exploitative and oppressive settings in which they are defrauded deny casualties of any 

strengthening that would help them understand their essential conceptive fitnessrights. This is 

regularly exacerbated by destitution that renders them helpless to negative wellbeing and 

exploitation, as often as possible at exceptionally youthful ages.  

 

The complexities of the trafficking inconvenience and its full-estimate land degree requires 

purposeful endeavors by methods for important elements at the neighborhood, national, territorial, 

and overall dimensions. It is imperatively important to structure associations with 

intergovernmental associations, governments, NGOs, worldwide associations, instructional 

exercise networks, officials, neighborhood pioneers, and families went up against with trafficking. 

Organizations will encourage shared work on strategy, enactment, and operational measures.  

The ability, sizeable systems, get to, and top to bottom handle of close by networks be a 

fundamental period of any nation wide reaction to the issue of human trafficking .Information 

crusades in countries of beginning spot can be directed to educate possible casualties of the dangers 

of trafficking and sporadic movement. 
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5 Case Study : 

 

5.3 Case No-1 

 

a) Case Acquaintance 
 

Taslima, a home maid in Dhaka city residing in a small ten-shed room with her husband and two 

daughters in Jurayen. Hailing from Gaibandha, Taslima got married Jakaria when she used to 

be 12 years old. She has two daughters; years and 6 years historic respectively. Her General 

dairy no is 118 Mohammadpur Thana and VSC (Victim Support Centre) allegation no is 

109.She used to be enlisted as a “Victim of Domestic Violence” in VSC. 

 

b) Background of Victimization 
 

At the age of 12, she acquired married forcibely with the aid of the parents. Her husband was 

once a crook and drug addicted for a lengthy time. Victim worked in swing factory. Her husband 

quarreled with her each and everyday. Her husband is used to be a hawker. She is sad in her 

conjugal life. Her husband continually tortured her physically and mentally. On the day of 

occurrence, her husband demanded money from he sufferer after coming back from out. 

When victim refuses to grant money then offender grew to be aggressive and severely injured her 

noose, head and physique and she used to be hospitalized by way of the assist of neighbor. As she 

mentioned .My mother and father compelled me to get married Jakaria twelve years ago. Very 

beginning of conjugal lifestyles he was very a good deal conscious and sincere about his duty. But 

day by day he grew to become addicted. My husband constantly demanded money, when I refused 

to grant the same; he said that if you don't supply me money you will no longer get 

a hazard to continue your job. After my refusal, he was once punching in my noose 

for various times. He assaulted in my head and total body, after that I grew to be senseless. Then, 

one of my neighbors received admitted me in Metropolitan Hospital. 

 

c) Physical Condition of Victim 
 

Physical situation of Taslima is no longer correct adequate and improvinggradually.Due 

to illness she feels very weak and unable to work properly. Her husband is now 

not presenting any scientific cost. have 

been struggling for bodily injuries and illnesses for extra than two weeks. She said that what 

a luck I have been possessing and also stated that my husband is a addicted person, he does now 

not look after me and don’t supply any clinical cost. Moreover, he used to force me to supply taka 

for addiction and related need. Presently I am suffering for pain in the backside of my front gold 

and headache. 

 

d) Mental Condition of Victim 
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Taslima’s intellectual situation used to be no longer true sufficient and she was involved for her 

two daughters. Her husband being drug addicted always tortured her mentally as well as 

physically. She didn't proceed her conjugal life. At closing her husband tried to kill her. 

She was crying throughout interview and knowledgeable that: My husband tried to kill me. 

Allah offers my lifestyles again for my two daughters. My husband usually blames me without any 

reason. He additionally acquired another marriage without my permission. 

He additionally threatened me now not to say whatever regarding the matter. When 

I said something, he assaulted me physically. That’s why I closed myself to remark anything. 

Victim was very depressed and emotionally weak. She has 

been suffering intellectual depression from a long time. 

 

e) Socio-Economic Condition of Victim 
 

Taslima was a member of awful family. She actually done her Primary training and labored in 

swing manufacturing facility for ten years. Her earnings used to be once eight thousand taka. Her 

husband’s month-to-month earnings was once as soon as ten thousand taka. Her husband did no 

longer provide any price of protection (Nafaqa) to raise on their family and daughter. She has two 

daughters who lived in her parents' house. Aklima had to suffer all the fee of protection for her 

daughter. Her elder daughter used to be a brilliant student and she obtained golden A plus (Golden 

GPA 5) in PSC examination. Taslima is hopeful about her daughters and for them, she wishes to 

live.12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.4 Case No- 2 : 
 

5.5 Case Acquaintance 
 

Manjida Nur, a 36 years old lady who completed graduation from Dhaka University. This is a 

dowry related case. 

 

5.6 Background of Having Victimized 

 
She acquired married at first in 1999. In that household she has two children. Her husband lived 

in Japan. But 5 years later she divorced her husband due absence of conversation with her and 

his personal attitude. At the end of 2004, she acquired married with a 

person, till now acknowledged to her and she endured the relation until 2006 without hazardous 

situation. From December, 2007, her conjugal existence has now now not been going well. Then 

she went to an NGO named BNWLA for getting some advices and prison assistance. 

Her hassle used to be minimized for few years below their supervision. After few days her trouble 

                                                 
12 DIU Journal of Humanities and Social Science, Volume 2 July 2014. 104 . 
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used to be commenced as soon as greater and persevered until now. As she stated: My husband is 

drug addicted; he generally forced her to carry money from her father’s house. In the interim he 

compelled me to promote my flat. Nevertheless, he didn’t quit bodily torturing on the other 

hand it was once increasing. On twenty second December 2013, she got hereto BNWLA office, as 

her husband made a chaotic kingdom of affairs in her parents’ house. After that she used to 

be sent to VSC, and her two young people had been beneath the custody of BNWLA. 

 

5.7 Physical and Mental Condition of the Victim 
 

Her bodily circumstance is nicely however intellectual circumstance is no longer very well. 

She was suffering from emotional abuse. As she stated: I have been struggling for such sort of 

painful situation for more than 5 years. Several times I tried to furnish him divorce and tried to file 

a case alternatively I have been failed due to his muscle power. He makes the life of 

my teens existence in trouble. I am involved how I may additionally additionally relieve myself 

from such kind of chaotic country of affairs  

 

5.8 Socio-Economic Condition of Victim 
 

As her father’s financial circumstance is well, she has no monetary problem. She is member of 

solvent family with land property in Dhaka city. She 

has additionally bought mentionable quantity of land from her father’s residence as an inheritor. 

Besides, she has a shelter in her parent’s house. She is nicely skilled , and full of confidence.13 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        

                                                 
13 DIU Journal of Humanities and Social Science, Volume 2 July 2014 105 
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                                                                Chapter Five 

5. Conclusion : 

 

Ladies trafficking is one of the essential worries in this segment of the world. In Bangladesh, 

monetary hardship, sexual orientation separation, disparity in instruction, and the absence of 

observation about jail rights are the contributing variables. Subsequently, these unfortunate 

casualties may likewise need to experience a scope of upsetting wellbeing results, when all is said 

in done related to conceptive wellbeing, substance misuse and so forth. Ventures to encourage 

medicinal services bunches in helping the exploited people should be taken. Henceforth, severa 

mediations would be required at three dimensions: the avoidance of trafficking, the wellbeing of 

exploited people, and the arraignment of the traffickers. From all encompassing point of view of 

consideration, a wellness expert can play a urgent position by utilizing the use of offering 

preventive mindfulness. In addition, instructive projects need to be in area so as to shield young 

ladies from serious wellness results.  

 

In advanced years, the degree of trafficking of female and young people as an issue has acquired 

worldwide measurements. For South Asian nations, the worry is now respected a genuine 

territorial inconvenience that needs a purposeful reaction. In like manner, trafficking was 

inordinate on the plan of the Ninth Summit of SAARC heads of governments held in the Maldives 

in 1997.  

 

The trafficking issue is painstakingly connected with the human rights issue with basic 

repercussions in the place of wellbeing, law-authorizing, and financial enhancement by and large. 

Neediness, frames of mind toward female and profoundly settled in sex segregation, joblessness, 

social standards about marriage, efficient countrywide and worldwide systems of traffickers, and 

inclined law-implementing companies are couple of major variables alluding to trafficking of 

young lady and youngsters in Bangladesh.  

 

This criminal entertainment can not be tended to by progressively troublesome lawful offense tips 

alone. A few enactments ,counting the Women and Children Repression Prevention Act, 2000, as 

of now outfit punishments for viciousness towards lady and youngsters, all in all with trafficking 

and capturing. However, usage of these enactments remains a challenging test.  

 

This assess found that many scan for reports are explicitly fundamentally dependent on realities 

accumulated through tales from optional assessment and questionable information. The 

assessment additionally cited apparently from a couple of proper assessments that gathered self-

control records and depicted the trafficking rehearses and mapped out the trafficking courses.  

 

Albeit more noteworthy research be completed to reveal insight into trafficking predecessors, there 

are as of now a few evaluates archiving the trafficking inconveniences in Bangladesh. There is a 

craving for research that can produce direct records on social, financial, political and wellbeing 

ramifications of the issue. It is fundamental also to choose the present day and potential jobs of the 

specialists and NGOs and moreover in what strategies common society adds to this improper 

practice. Proposals from these assessments consistently fall inside. 
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In Bangladesh, social crime is a important difficulty in human rights perspectives. In the majority 

of the situations of the victimized women, the proper perpetrators do no longer 

come under punishment, rather than the woman who have already been victimized are punished by 

means of village arbitration council. Since social crime impediments women’s well being and over 

all development, e.g. it has direct penalties for women’s health-physical, mental, sexual and 

reproductive as proper as financial costs, and afterwards terrible consequences on 

psychological improvement of children, that’s why, a coordinated effort 

for practical and efficient interventions desire to be made to dispose 

of this bother the vicinity men’s supremacy over women wishes to be challenged. 

Moreover, a complete intervention has to be taken where shielding and preventive measures would 

be devised to tackle the problem which will help in altering the patriarchal mind-

set and behavior against wife or women.14  

 

 

 

 

  

                                                 
14 Legal Safeguards For Victimized Women In Bangladesh: 110 An Empirical Study. 
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